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In a sermon preached at the Festival Service in Lichfield Cathedral1 in July 1990,
Gordon Wakefield, a former President of the Methodist Sacramental Fellowship,
asked, ‘Was Jesus Christ musical?’ He acknowledged the difficulty of the question,
but sought partial refuge in some of the incidental musical details of the New
Testament. When the prodigal son was welcomed home, there was music and
dancing.2 In the parable of the children in the market-place, Jesus contrasted his
ministry with that of John the Baptist in a musical analogy:
We piped for you, and you would not dance. We lamented, and you would
not mourn.3
It is probably the way my mind works, but this incident always conjures up for me an
aural recollection of ‘Tuileries: children playing in the street,’ from Musorgsky’s
Pictures at an Exhibition – an excitable musical depiction of children at play.
Gordon went on to say that, ‘[a]ccording to St Luke, [Jesus’] birth was announced by
a choir of angels.’4 (Those of you who remember your Messiah well may recall how
Handel cleverly writes the chorus ‘Glory to God,’ so that after the angelic host have
delivered their message, they disappear back into heaven in an ascending swirl of
violins which trails off into the sky and into an ethereal silence.) There is the
tantalizing reference to the hymn sung at the end of the Last Supper – presumably one
of the Hallel psalms.5 Then there are the descriptions of the worship of the Church in
heaven in the Book of Revelation.
Well, that’s where Gordon left the scriptural citations. There is some other
fragmentary evidence for singing as characteristic of those earliest Christian
communities. The daily celebration of the Lord’s Supper included singing;6 Paul and
Silas sang while in prison;7 and there is that set of parallel references in Ephesians and
Colossians8 where the community is encouraged to give thanks to God in everything
through Jesus Christ by speaking to one another in psalms, hymns, and songs, singing
and making music from their heart to the Lord.
To move from there and enter the world of eighteenth-century England is to
acknowledge that we arrive on the scene with a lot of history and a lot of music
behind us, but there simply isn’t time for even a lightning sketch of the intervening
centuries. According to the opening line of the Preface to the 1933 Methodist Hymn
Book, ‘Methodism was born in song.’9 The Preface goes on to affirm the ‘dominant
place’ of Charles Wesley’s hymns, speaks of its arrangement and contents, and
outlines the book’s status as a lineal descendant of John Wesley’s 1780 Collection of
Hymns for use of the People Called Methodists; but like the Preface to that earlier

foundational hymnbook, which is reprinted with it by way of edification, neither
includes any reference to the music. Indeed, Wesley’s principal interest lies in the
texts. His one foray into music-editing was not a success, as we shall discover, though
he was sufficiently widely read in eighteenth-century aesthetics to dabble in a little
music criticism, principally in his essay, Thoughts on the Power of Music, dating from
1779.10
So what was sung by those early Methodists? Broadly speaking, the metrical
psalmody used unofficially in Anglican parish churches and derived from the Swiss
Reformation; and Moravian-style hymnody with its roots in Lutheranism. Add to that
the enormous, almost overpowering, influence of Handel on eighteenth-century
English music, and we have the main ingredients.
By way of illustration, let’s take an example of a tune which happily fulfils the first
two criteria; it is VATER UNSER, a German chorale which was one of John Wesley’s
favourites. It first appeared in Luther’s Geistliche Lieder of 1539 (one of the early
Lutheran tune books) set to Luther’s metrical version of the Lord’s Prayer, hence its
short title, VATER UNSER. Later, Bach was to use it on three occasions: once in the Saint
John Passion, with a direct reference to its origins with a petition from the Lord’s
Prayer; again in Cantata BWV 102; and finally and most extraordinarily in Cantata BWV
90. (For good measure, Mendelssohn uses the tune as the basis for his sixth organ
sonata.)
The melody passed into the Anglo-Genevan Psalter of 1561, then into the English
Psalter of the same year set to William Kethe’s metrical version of Psalm 112, and so
it received its English name of OLD 112TH. Wesley included it in the first tune book
which he edited, A Collection of Tunes, Set to Music, As They are commonly sung at
the Foundery of 1742, or the Foundery Collection for short. VATER UNSER has not
survived into Hymns and Psalms. In the 1933 Methodist Hymn Book, it was set to
John Wesley’s translation of Gerhard Teerstegen’s ‘Lo, God is here, let us adore’ and
to one of Charles Wesley’s hymns on the Lord’s Supper, ‘O God of our forefathers,
hear.’11
Here is the tune as it was harmonized in the Methodist Hymn Book:

Here is what Bach does with it in his Cantata BWV 90, to which I alluded a moment
ago:

Now how does a tune such as VATER UNSER come to appear in an early Methodist tune
book? The answer to that lies in the peculiar nature of the English Reformation and its
attitude to music, which owed more to Calvin’s adopted Switzerland than it did to
Luther’s Germany. So we’ll trace it first to Switzerland and then back to Germany.
A cautious Thomas Cranmer had sought to persuade Henry VIII of the merits of
vernacular church music.12 What he envisaged were syllabic (one note to one syllable)
settings of the psalms and canticles together with the traditional elements of the Mass.
Remember that this was 1544, and Henry was still alive, kicking and Catholic, so he

had to move carefully. However, Cranmer stopped short of congregational hymns,
even though he would have been familiar with them from his time as an ecclesiastical
diplomat in Germany in pursuit of the King’s ‘Great Matter’ in the 1530s. When Miles
Coverdale, whose version of the Psalter is preserved in The Book of Common Prayer,
had published a collection of hymns entitled Goostly Psalmes and Spirituall Songes, it
had been condemned as heretical and burnt.13 In sixteenth-century England, hymns
were dangerous things.
The fact that Cranmer was able to implement thoroughgoing Protestant reform during
the reign of Edward VI did not fundamentally alter this state of affairs; he cared little
for music and had a fairly severe attitude towards counterpoint which, for him,
obscured the sense of the words. The interweaving lines of Renaissance polyphony
may have been great art, but they did not make for music in ‘a language understanded
of the people.’ However, Thomas Merbecke made musical settings of the first
Edwardine Prayer Book, which appeared in 1550 as The Book of Common Praier
Noted. He provided simple, syllabic plainchant settings of the offices of Morning and
Evening Prayer and the Communion Service, but the revised Prayer Book of 1552 and
the accession of Mary Tudor the following year consigned his efforts to oblivion until
they were revived in the nineteenth century under the influence of the Tractarians.14
Composers such as Tye and Tallis were simply not interested in following Merbecke’s
lead; they continued to compose service settings and anthems (and in English, at least,
conformed to Cranmer’s strictures about clearly declaimed and understandable
syllabic underlay of words and music intended for congregational use). What we now
commonly call ‘Anglican chant’ – a hybrid system of harmonized psalm tones – was
not developed until after the Restoration, and it is arguable to what extent this invited
congregational participation. Curiously, the only authorized hymn in The Book of
Common Prayer is in the Ordinal where John Cosin’s version of the Veni Creator,
‘Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire,’15 is specified. As late as 1820, legal
proceedings were taken against a clergyman for introducing hymns into the church
service; the court wisely declined to interfere.16
The late 1540s and early 1550s were lean years for church musicians, many of whom
were thrown out of work. Organs in most churches were dismantled or sold, a trend
which continued even into the reign of Elizabeth I. Only gradually through the
eighteenth century were they returned – and then with manuals but not pedalboards.
Only one of York’s 28 parishes, for example, had an organ before 1790.17 However,
those Protestant exiles who returned from France, Switzerland and southern Germany
on the death of Mary Tudor brought with them a musical import which had a
profound impact on popular spirituality in England and Scotland: the metrical psalm.
John Calvin was cautious about the use of music, permitting unaccompanied
congregational singing, but excluding instrumental music on the grounds that it
belonged to the Old Testament. It was through the influence of the Strasbourg
reformer Martin Bucer that Calvin became convinced of the value of congregational
singing – of metrical psalms at least, though Bucer introduced hymns as well. There
was no French equivalent of the German tradition of geistliche Gesänge (spiritual
songs) on which he could draw. So his first compilation Aucun Pseaumes et
Cantiques mys en Chant, a collection of French metrical psalms, was set to German
tunes.
Calvin returned to Geneva in 1541 as the musician Louis Bourgeois arrived, followed
a year later by the French poet Clement Marot. This triple coincidence had an
enormous impact on Reformed church music. Marot and, later, Calvin’s anointed

successor, Theodore Beza, wrote the texts of the metrical psalter and metrical versions
of the Nunc Dimittis, the Lord’s Prayer and the Ten Commandments. Bourgeois acted
as an inspired musical editor. The first Genevan Psalter appeared in 1551; the
complete Genevan Psalter appeared in 1562, seven years before the Lutherans
completed a parallel task.
Back in England, the first metrical psalters had been compiled during the reign of
Edward VI by Thomas Sternhold (d 1549) and then by John Hopkins. With Mary’s
accession, the Psalter and the 1552 Book of Common Prayer were given asylum in
Geneva and subsequently expanded. Two streams of metrical psalmody intermingled.
The English equivalent of the Genevan Psalter was published, also in 1562, as The
Whole Book of Psalmes. Elizabeth I is said to have dismissed metrical psalms as
‘Geneva jiggs,’18 but in the royal Injunctions, re-establishing the Reformed Episcopal
Church of England in 1559, item 49 states:
And that there be modest and distinct song, so used in parts of the
Common prayers of the Church, that the same may be as plainly
understanded, as if it were read without singing. And yet, nevertheless, for
the comforting of such as delight in music, it may be permitted, that in the
beginning, or in the end of Common Prayers, either at morning or
evening, there may be sung, an hymn, or suchlike song, to the praise of
Almighty God, in the best sort of melody and music that may be
conveniently devised, having respect that the sentences of the hymn may
be understanded and perceived.19
Musically, the 1562 Psalters were among the most important publications of the
Reformation. Metrical psalters were enthusiastically adopted by Reformed churches
throughout Europe. As a generalization, French and Genevan psalm tunes are rather
sober in style, but they are not dull. Bourgeois wrote tunes to accommodate psalms in
110 different metres; they are full of rhythmic interest, though their mixture of duple
and triple-time phrases still has the ability to wrongfoot British congregations.
The Whole Booke of Psalmes later became known simply as ‘Sternhold and Hopkins,’
or the ‘Old Version,’ to distinguish it from the ‘New Version’ of Tate and Brady,
published in 1696. Even though John Wesley scornfully dismissed Sternhold and
Hopkins as ‘wretched, scandalous doggerel,’20 it became very popular; metrical
psalms became the religious folk ballads of ordinary people as well as the precursors
of freely composed hymns in English. Musically, constraints were imposed by
Sternhold’s preferred Common Metre or ‘fourteener’ (8.6.8.6.) or Double Common
Metre (86.86.86.86) verses. In parish churches, unaccompanied metrical psalmsinging became a popular and homely addition to the formal austerity of the Prayer
Book services; they usually preceded and followed the sermon at the end of Matins
and Evensong (thus allowing fastidious clergymen to escape into the vestry to change
from surplice to gown before preaching).
They were sung to a limited repertory of well-known tunes, and that repertory
declined until, by 1600, only a handful of four-line tunes were in common use.
Initially intended as a teaching aid, they degenerated over time into a strange and
tedious ritual. Less and less attention was paid to the words, and through a process of
oral tradition the tunes became progressively slower and rhythmically lifeless, until
they were sung as a kind of dirge. If many clergy were unenthusiastic, the gentry considered psalmody distinctly vulgar, a dangerous Calvinist innovation which smacked
of subversive doctrines of democracy threatening the existing order of society.

Attempts at reform ran into the sand. Strict Calvinists, with an eye to the integrity of
the biblical texts, regarded Sternhold and Hopkins as insufficiently scriptural, but
were unable to suppress it. The editors of successive music editions of psalters tried to
raise standards of performance, but in vain. Thomas East commissioned music from
composers as distinguished as John Dowland, John Farmer and Giles Famaby; their
tunes were harmonized in four parts with the tune in the tenor. East’s Psalter went
through four editions, the last of which, in 1611, was edited by Thomas Ravenscroft,
with music from John and Thomas Tomkins and the elder John Milton, but there is no
evidence that psalters of this calibre were ever widely used. Old, ingrained habits died
hard. I suspect this accounts for the following injunction in Wesley’s Directions for
Singing:
V. Sing modestly. Do not baul, so as to be heard above, or distinct from the
rest of the congregation, that you may not destroy the harmony; but strive
to unite your voices together, so as to make a clear melodious sound.
VI. Sing in Time: whatever time is sung be sure to keep with it. Do not run
before nor stay behind it; but attend close to the leading voice, and move
therewith as exactly as you can; and take care you sing not too slow. This
drawling way naturally steals on all who are lazy; and it is high time to
drive it out from among us, and sing all our tunes just as quick as we did
at first.21
Here is one of the Genevan tunes which Mr Wesley included in the Foundery
Collection to Isaac Watts’s ‘I’ll praise my Maker while I’ve breath.’ It first appeared
in the 1525 Strassburg Kirchenampt to a paraphrase of Psalm 119, beginning ‘Es sind
doch selig alle.’ In the 1551 Genevan Psalter, it was set to Psalm 36 (and later to
Psalm 68); but when it crossed over to the Anglo-Genevan Psalter of 1560, it was set
to William Kethe’s version of Psalm 113 and known as OLD 113TH. This mobility of
tune and text was characteristic of metrical psalms. It then reappeared in a later
Methodist collection, Select Hymns with Tunes Annext of 1765. In Hymns and
Psalms, it comes full circle and reverts to its original association with Psalm 119 in a
splendid paraphrase by Erik Routley:22
God speaks, and all things come to be;
God speaks, and Satan’s legions flee,
Scattered by love’s brave splendour;
God speaks, and our forgiveness seals;
God speaks, and generous grace reveals
In precepts wise and tender.
Though all I see must have an end,
God statutes past all time extend,
By breadth and length unbounded.
Though we are creatures of a day,
Though heaven and earth may pass away,
God’s word is deeper founded.

Reformed metrical psalmody was one strand; Moravian hymnody with its roots in
Luther’s Reformation was the other. Music was integral to Luther’s vision of
reformed worship. He was a skilled and accomplished musician, studying music as
part of his theological training, though the musical component of the course would
have borne little relation to a present-day course at a university or music college,
being more concerned with the philosophy and aesthetics of music than with its
composition and performance. Luther was, however, a practical musician who sang,
learnt to play the lute and acquired some modest ability as a composer.23
For him music proclaimed the gospel – musica praedicavit evangelium.24 A long
tradition in Germany of secular and sacred folksong, together with the recent
development of printing, proved a powerful weapon in Luther’s hands. As he was to
discover soon enough and with increasing disillusion, doctrinal disputes and the new
evangelical preaching made little popular appeal. But singing was altogether different.
In hymn collections from 1524 onwards, he used existing tunes – however bawdy or
irreligious – and put them to new uses. Where the early Church Fathers had seen in
secular music only a contamination of the sacred by the profane, Luther saw an
opportunity to engage the Church with the world, even if it meant making some deft
textual amendments. In addition, he adapted centuries-old plain-chant melodies and
encouraged the composition of new tunes. His great achievement was to integrate all
these elements of tradition into new forms of music-making in worship.
Organs in churches were improved and developed as the perfect accompanying
instrument for large congregations, though they did not become common in churches
until the seventeenth century. Music and choir schools were positively encouraged.
The new metrical hymn-tunes or chorales – so-called because they were originally
intended to be sung choraliter, that is, unaccompanied and in unison like plainchant –
came to occupy a central place in the reformed orders of worship of the Lutheran
Church.
The first collection of hymns appeared as early as 1524, a slim volume of eight hymns
known as the Achtliederbuch, including four by Luther himself. Later the same year
came the Wittemberg [sic] Gesangbuch, to which Luther contributed 24 of the 38
chorales in the collection. It wins the prize as the first full-harmony hymn book,
though it was really designed with a choir rather than a congregation in mind. The
music was arranged in settings for between three and five voices, with the tune given
to the tenor. Other tune books followed, though Luther’s most sustained period of
creativity was in these early years.
He composed both text and tune for what the late Erik Routley described as the

Marseillaise of the Reformation,25 the hymn ‘Ein’ feste Burg ist unser Gott,’ though in
its original version it, like many chorales, sounds rather different to our ears. Here it is
more or less in its original form as set in the Lutheran Book of Worship:26
EIN’ FESTE BURG IST UNSER GOTT

We are used to a regular rhythmic pulse in the music and a succession of predictable
metrical feet in the text. But the early forms of the chorale tunes were rather closer in
spirit to plainchant, more fluid in rhythm, and textually more dependent on the length
of syllables in the individual words, varying the accentuation of the text line by line.
Present-day congregations would simply find that degree of irregularity too much to
cope with – as indeed they did at the time. The tendency over time was to smooth
away the rougher rhythmic and melodic edges and make the chorale tunes more
regular and predictable, and in harmonized settings to move the tune from the tenor to
the treble voice.
It was not simply a matter of new material. Older folksongs and folk-hymns were also
adapted in Lutheran hymnbooks. Medieval tunes such as QUEM PASTORES LAUDAVERE,
RESONET IN LAUDIBUS and IN DULCI JUBILO, all originally Christmas carols, remained
popular in the Lutheran repertory; and that seasonal association has been subtly
maintained in Hymns and Psalms, where QUEM PASTORES LAUDAVERE is now set to Percy
Dearmer’s ‘Jesus, good above all other,’ RESONET IN LAUDIBUS to Richard Littledale’s
‘Jesus, Saviour ever mild’ and IN DULCI JUBILO to John Mason Neale’s ‘Good Christians
all rejoice.’27
There are two observations to be made about the impact of Luther’s musical reforms.
The first is that, although he wanted congregations to participate in worship through
the singing of vernacular hymns, he thwarted his own avowed intentions. Hymnbooks were made available only to the minister and the cantor, partly because they
were expensive, partly because print-runs for the various editions were short owing to
the limitations of the available technology, but mainly because Luther insisted, against
some opposition, that congregations should memorize the new hymns. In that regard
at least, he was as much a bully as John Wesley. Back to those Directions for Singing:
I. Learn these Tunes before you learn any others; afterwards learn as many
as you please.

II. Sing them exactly as they are printed here, without altering or mending
them at all; and if you have learned to sing them otherwise, unlearn them
as soon as you can.28
Luther’s wholehearted embrace of music’s role in worship was all of a piece with his
assertion that ‘next to theology there is no art equal to music.’29 Perhaps almost
inevitably, there was a tendency for choirs to dominate the singing. But the chorale
helped to forge a link between popular song and more sophisticated ‘art’ music. This
arose partly out of the tradition of playing an organ elaboration of a chorale tune
between the verses of a hymn sung in unison by the congregation; this established
from an early stage a link between ‘specialist’ and ‘amateur.’
But it goes further than this, culminating in the way chorales are built into the overall
structure of the church cantatas and the musical settings of the Passion stories (the
Saint Matthew Passion and Saint John Passion) which J S Bach composed two
centuries later for use in Lutheran worship. The use of chorales for congregational
participation as part of the overall scheme of arias and recitatives for soloists and
choruses for the choir vividly and purposefully expressed the link between popular
music and art music, and affirmed the importance of both. Theologically, it placed the
people’s music on an equal footing with that of professional musicians. High art in
Church becomes the legitimate expression of Luther’s assertion that musica praedicat
evangelium – music preaches the gospel. I don’t think any other tradition has so
explicitly and profoundly made that link. It developed in ways that Luther would not
have expected: by the eighteenth century, Lutheran morning service in a fashionable
parish church became a feast of music through congregational chorales and a cantata
appropriate to the season of the liturgical year wrapped around prayers and a sermon.
A visit to the Lutheran church of Saint Anne and Saint Agnes in Gresham Street in the
city of London today is evidence of how that tradition continues.
The practice of congregational singing which Luther’s reforms encouraged unleashed
a torrent of new music. In 1647, the composer Johann Crüger and the poet Paul
Gerhardt published the hymn collection Praxis pietatis melica; and it is from this
period that some of the most well-known chorale tunes entered the repertory: LOBE DEN
30
HERREN, HERZLIEBSTER JESU, JESU MEINE FREUDE and NUN DANKET.
Pietist Lutherans and Moravians developed further this tradition of hymn-singing. For
the Moravians in particular, hymns were from the beginning a distinctive feature of
their worship. Count Zinzendorf introduced Gesangstunde (‘hours of song’) into
Moravian worship; it was these Moravian Gesangstunde which Wesley overheard on
his Atlantic crossing to Georgia in 1735-1736 when, for the first time, he appreciated
the power of hymn-singing.31 He set himself to learning the language ‘in order to
converse with the Moravians ... on board’32 and began to study the Geistriches
Gesangbuch of the Moravian hymnologist and composer Johann Freylinghausen.
The experience stimulated the production of Wesley’s first hymnbook, Collection of
Psalms and Hymns (1737), compiled in Georgia during his brief and unsuccessful
missionary sojourn, though there is no evidence that it was actually used. It is a
selection of 70 texts, but there is no music. These texts include verses by, among
others, George Herbert and Isaac Watts. Through the seventeenth century, hymns
began gradually to challenge the hegemony of metrical psalmody, particularly for
Dissenters, as those troubled by the literary inadequacies of Sternhold and Hopkins
sought creative alternatives. The Old Version was savaged in verse by John Wilmot,
Earl of Rochester:

Sternhold and Hopkins had great qualms
When they translated David’s psalms,
To make the heart right glad;
But had it been King David’s fate
To hear thee sing and them translate
By God! ‘twould set him mad!33
The poetry of Herbert was never intended for public worship in the way that the
hymns of Isaac Watts were; and there is a sense in which hymnody per se was a
tentative business. But a climate was created in which scriptural source, poetic
imagination and metrical regularity could combine powerfully. Although we do not
know the tunes to which the hymns of the Charlestown Collection were sung, it is
possible that some of them appeared in the first tune-book which Wesley edited some
five years later – among which was VATER UNSER, with which we began.
That first tune book, A Collection of Tunes, Set to Music, As They are Commonly sung
at the Foundery, dates from 1742 – the year in which Handel’s Messiah received its
first performance in Dublin. As the title suggests, Wesley was out of his depth. What
are Tunes, set to Music? As a piece of music-editing, it is a dog’s breakfast, spattered
with errors. Future tune books were entrusted to music editors who knew what they
were doing. But some well-known tunes from the Foundery Collection, such as EASTER
34
HYMN, HANOVER and TALLIS’ CANON, have passed into common use.
The next substantial collection, Hymns on the Great Festivals and Other Occasions
(1746), was the work of the German composer, John Friedrich Lampe (1702-51).
Eighteenth-century England proved to be a magnet for foreign composers. London
was Europe’s busiest and most lucrative musical centre. Handel, born in Germany and
trained in Italy, was the most famous of these economic migrants, but others such as
Lampe and Johann Christian Bach, the youngest son of Johann Sebastian, also settled
in London. They were able to capitalize on a musical culture which had suffered a
grievous blow as a result of the hostility of the Puritans. With the death of Purcell in
1695, nearly two hundred years were to elapse before this country produced, in Elgar,
another composer of major stature. Eighteenth-century English composers were minor
figures who succumbed to Handel’s spell. Music itself was undergoing one of its great
tectonic shifts, as the high Baroque in music began to yield to what has variously been
labelled ‘galant’ or ‘rococo’ before it evolved into the classicism of Haydn and
Mozart. Heavy, complicated counterpoint was giving way to lighter, simpler, more
melodic musical textures. Handel dominated the English scene, first as an
accomplished opera composer and then, when the bottom fell out of the opera market
in the early 1730s, as a composer of sacred oratorios, a niche market he exploited
brilliantly. But Handel was more than a great artist and a shrewd entrepreneur.
Although he worshipped regularly at Saint George’s, Hanover Square, just around the
corner from his home in Brook Street, he remained a devout and orthodox (as opposed
to Pietist) Lutheran, whose oratorios were not only successful business ventures, but a
powerful musical and theological riposte to the aridities of Deism. I relish his putdown to the Archbishop of Canterbury who had the temerity to send him the texts for
the 1727 Coronation Anthems: ‘I have read my Bible very well, and shall choose for
myself.’35
Charles Wesley, always more worldly than his brother and at ease socially with
London’s musicians and theatre patrons, came into contact with Handel who, at some
point between 1749 and 1752, composed three settings for Charles’s hymns. The

original manuscripts were not discovered until 1826 by Charles’s son, Samuel, in the
Fitzwilliam Museum Library at Cambridge and published in the same year.36 Of these,
GOPSAL survives in Hymns and Psalms as it was originally set to ‘Rejoice, the Lord is
King.’37 Other tunes by Handel have been arranged from a variety of sources and have
remained deservedly popular.
The rechannelling of Handel’s energies into oratorio did not eclipse more secular
forms of entertainment. Lampe, a Saxon like Handel, arrived in London around 17251726 and initially earned his living as a bassoonist in Handel’s opera orchestra, but by
the early 1730s was trying his hand at the latest fashion: ballad opera. Most well
known was John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera, which offered audiences novelty,
comedy, satire and spoken dialogue – and did it all in English. It also poked fun at the
conventions of the Italian opera it came to eclipse. Ballad opera became hugely
popular – a bit like Cats or Evita. Below ballad opera was vaudeville. And below
vaudeville, at least in social terms, was the music to be heard in London’s pleasure
gardens, such as Ranelagh and Vauxhall. It was with this kind of light theatre music
that John Lampe had modest success. This was the popular music of the day.38
Lampe became a great friend of Charles Wesley and underwent some kind of
conversion experience. Charles’s association with a theatre musician provoked some
criticism from among already respectable Methodists, but the relationship survived,
and in 1746 Lampe published Hymns on the Great Festivals and Other Occasions, a
collection of 24 tunes to (in all but one case) hymn texts by Charles Wesley. Two of
these tunes have survived in Hymns and Psalms, the most famous being DYING STEPHEN,
set then, as now, to ‘Head of thy church triumphant.’39 In its original form, as a florid
melody with a figured bass, it is a charming ballad air, probably more suitable for a
soloist accompanied by a harpsichord and cello.

DYING STEPHEN

But tunes such as DYING STEPHEN set the tone for a new type of tune that was popular
and strongly secular in style.40 This was reflected in the tune book Harmonia Sacra,
edited by Thomas Butts, an assistant of Wesley’s at the Foundery between 1742 and
1753. This collection included Lampe’s tunes in their original two-part settings as

well as in three-part arrangements; it also included nine tunes adapted and arranged
from operas and oratorios by Handel as well as two from operas by Thomas Arne.41
It is Harmonia Sacra which also gives us one of the most familiar examples of the
sacred yoked to the profane: the music of the song ‘Fairest Isle, all isles excelling,’
from Purcell’s genial and at times hilarious opera score for Dryden’s King Arthur,
becomes the setting for Charles Wesley’s parody of its structure, phraseology and
language in ‘Love divine, all loves excelling.’ There is a good argument for singing
‘Love divine’ to Purcell’s original melody WESTMINSTER (SACRED HARMONY),42 but this is,
I fear, a lost cause in the face of BLAENWERN’s overwhelming popularity.
All but two of Lampe’s tunes made it into Wesley’s second tune book, Select Hymns
with Tunes Annext: Designed chiefly for the use of the People Called Methodists
(usually referred to as Sacred Melody), which appeared in its first edition in 1761. The
musical editor was again Thomas Butts, and the selection drew heavily on Harmonia
Sacra. But there was a more didactic edge to Sacred Melody. It included ‘The Gamut,
or Scale of Music,’ a twelve-page course in note reading and music theory; this
survived until 1765 when it was replaced by Wesley’s own ‘The Grounds of Vocal
Music.’ With characteristic thoroughness, it covered everything from sol-fa to time
signatures, as well as seven ‘Lessons for exercising the voice.’
Wesley’s third and final tune book, Sacred Harmony, or A choice Collection of Psalm
and Hymn Tunes in two or three parts for the Voice, harpsichord & Organ, was
published in 1780, the same year as the Collection of Hymns for use of the People
called Methodists. The 1788 edition of Sacred Harmony also included six anthems,
including an extended setting of Alexander Pope’s ‘Vital Spark of Heavenly Flame,’
of which Wesley was especially fond.43 This reflected the gradual growth in the
popularity of choirs both in parish churches and among the Methodist societies.
Anglicans became dissatisfied with lifeless metrical psalmody; Methodists began to
chafe at the constraints of unaccompanied hymns. A forgotten repertory of what is
now called ‘west gallery music’ developed. It was called ‘west gallery music’ because
it was often performed by groups of singers and instrumentalists in the west galleries
of country parish churches. But not all such choirs sang in galleries, not all the
composers were provincial, and not all the music came from the Church of England; a
parallel but distinctive repertory of Nonconformist music also evolved. The ‘west
gallery’ tradition survived until about 1850 when, under Tractarian influence, organs
began to supersede the instrumental bands, and the singers moved from the gallery to
the chancel in parish churches and behind the pulpit in chapels.
Even Wesley could ‘submit to be more vile’ by overcoming his avowed preference for
unaccompanied singing, as the interests and abilities of Methodism’s singers and
musicians grew more sophisticated, though it was ever an uneasy amalgam of instinct
and pragmatism. He never resolved the dilemma between congregational participation
and the pleasure which ‘art music’ could afford. In a laudatory account of a Methodist
congregation in 1757, he was as concerned about what he wished to avoid as much as
what he hoped to achieve:
Their solemn addresses to God [are not] interrupted either by the formal
drawl of a parish clerk, the screaming of boys who bawl out what they
neither feel nor understand, or the unseasonable and unmeaning
impertinence of a voluntary on the organ. When it is seasonable to sing
praise to God, they do it with spirit and the understanding also ... all
standing before God, and praising him lustily, and with good courage.44

Through it all, Wesley’s aim was for a music of the warmed heart that was singable,
teachable, memorable, functional and accessible. Which brings me to the coda – or is
it cadenza? – of this lecture. For some time now I have been intrigued by references in
several books to a tune called ‘Nancy Dawson.’ The story goes that Charles Wesley, at
an open-air preaching service in Plymouth in 1746, was interrupted in his
proclamation of the love of God by a group of off-duty sailors intent on singing the
praises of love of a different kind. He offered to return that evening with better words
to sing, spent the afternoon writing, and produced new words to a tune that sounds
like a cross between ‘I saw three ships come sailing in’ and ‘Here we go round the
mulberry bush’ for a hymn in which music is enlisted ‘in virtue’s cause’ to ‘rescue the
holy pleasure.’45
Lutheran gravitas, Reformed sobriety, Handelian swagger, popular melody – and a
riposte to that more well-known sea-shanty, ‘What shall we do with the drunken
sailor?’ I have finally been introduced to ‘Nancy Dawson’ courtesy of the Internet and
should like to introduce her to you, with Charles Wesley as chaperone:
NANCY DAWSON

Listed into the Cause of Sin,
Why should a Good be Evil?
Musick, alas! too long has been
Prest to obey the Devil:
Drunken or lewd, or light the Lay
Flow’d to the Soul’s Undoing,
Widen’d, and strew’d with Flowers the Way
Down to Eternal Ruin.
Who on the Part of God will rise,
Innocent Sound recover,
Fly on the Prey, and take the Prize,
Plunder the Carnal Lover,
Strip him of every moving Stain,
Every melting Measure,
Musick in Virtue’s Cause retain,
Rescue the Holy Pleasure.
Come, let us try if JESU’s Love
Will not as well inspire us:
This is the Theme of Those above,
This upon earth shall fire us.
Say, if your Hearts are tun’d to sing,
Is there a Subject greater?
Harmony all its Strains may bring,
JESUS’s name is sweeter.

JESUS the Soul of Musick is;
His is the Noblest Passion:
JESUS’s Name is Joy and Peace,
Happiness and Salvation: J
JESUS’s Name the dead can raise,
Shew us our Sins Forgiven,
Fill us with all the Life of Grace,
Carry us up to Heaven.46
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